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We are able to temporally organize multiple movements in a purposeful manner in everyday life. Both the dorsal premotor (PMd)
area and pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) are known to be involved in the performance of motor sequences. However, it is
unclear how each area differentially contributes to controlling multiple motor sequences. To address this issue, we recorded single-
unit activity in both areas while monkeys (one male, one female) performed sixteen motor sequences. Each sequence comprised either
a series of two identical movements (repetition) or two different movements (nonrepetition). The sequence was initially instructed
with visual signals but had to be remembered thereafter. Here, we showed that the activity of single neurons in both areas transi-
tioned from reactive- to predictive encoding while motor sequences were memorized. In the memory-guided trials, in particular, the
activity of PMd cells preferentially represented the second movement (2M) in the sequence leading to a reward generally regardless of
the first movement (1M). Such activity frequently began even before the 1M in a prospective manner, and was enhanced in nonrepeti-
tion sequences. Behaviorally, a lack of the activity enhancement often resulted in premature execution of the 2M. In contrast, cells in
pre-SMA instantiated particular sequences of actions by coordinating switching or nonswitching movements in sequence. Our findings
suggest that PMd and pre-SMA play complementary roles within behavioral contexts: PMd preferentially controls the movement that
leads to a reward rather than the sequence per se, whereas pre-SMA coordinates all elements in a sequence by integrating temporal
orders of multiple movements.
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Significance Statement

Although both dorsal premotor (PMd) area and pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) are involved in the control of
motor sequences, it is not clear how these two areas contribute to coordination of sequential movements differently. To
address this issue, we directly compared neuronal activity in the two areas recorded while monkeys memorized and per-
formed multiple motor sequences. Our findings suggest that PMd preferentially controls the final action that ultimately leads
to a reward in a prospective manner, whereas the pre-SMA coordinates switching among multiple actions within the context
of the sequence. Our findings are of significance to understand the distinct roles for motor-related areas in the planning and
executing motor sequences and the pathophysiology of apraxia and/or Parkinson’s diseases that disables skilled motor
actions.

Introduction
Much of our goal-directed behavior comprises multiple move-
ments. These could be either repetition of the same movement
or a series of appropriately ordered different movements. A good
example of the latter is the action sequence to open a locked
door: one has to first turn a key to unlock it before turning the
door knob. Lashley (1951) called the problem of integrating spe-
cific motor elements into a temporal sequence the “action syn-
tax” problem. Occasionally, one may prematurely turn or try to
turn the door knob before unlocking the door. This type of error
is analogous to what Lashley referred to as “misplacement” or
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“anticipation” during typing. Despite accumulated evidence on
the medial sector of the frontal higher motor areas concerning
temporal organization of multiple movements (for review, see
Tanji, 2001), the paucity of knowledge about the lateral sector
has limited our understanding of each sector’s role in reference
to the other.

It has been established that the medial motor areas [sup-
plementary motor area (SMA) and pre-SMA] play critical
roles in the performance of sequential movements (Tanji,
2001). Single-unit recordings of primates (Mushiake et al.,
1991; Shima and Tanji, 2000; Nakajima et al., 2009, 2013)
have demonstrated selective activity for particular motor
sequences. In humans, the involvement of these areas in the
organization of complex motor sequences has been shown
in imaging studies (Roland et al., 1980) and single-unit
recordings (Amador and Fried, 2004). These findings com-
ply with the reported disturbance in the temporal organiza-
tion of movements caused by lesions affecting these areas
(Lurii ︠a ︡, 1966; Laplane et al., 1977) and transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (Gerloff et al., 1997). In particular, pre-
SMA has been implicated in learning motor sequences
(Nakamura et al., 1998, 1999), updating motor plans (Matsuzaka
and Tanji, 1996; Shima et al., 1996), and switching from auto-
matic to volitional actions (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007).
However, these studies did not address the role of this area
in switching between different movements that constitute a
sequence.

The dorsal premotor area (PMd), a part of the lateral sur-
face of the frontal lobe, has been classically implicated in
motor planning and execution (Kurata and Wise, 1988; di
Pellegrino and Wise, 1993; Crammond and Kalaska, 2000).
Subsequent studies have implicated PMd activity in covert
mental rehearsal (Cisek and Kalaska, 2004) and simultaneous
encoding of multiple potential movement options (Cisek and
Kalaska, 2005). Furthermore, competitive representation of
options is biased by the value associated with each option
(Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011). Regarding the perform-
ance of motor sequences, Mushiake et al. (1991) pointed out
the potential involvement of PMd. However, the area was
overlooked until more recent studies highlighted its role in
planning and executing spatial motor sequences (Shanechi et
al., 2012; Ohbayashi et al., 2016). Although these studies lead
us to postulate that PMd works together with pre-SMA for
temporal organization of multiple movements, it remains
unclear how these areas collaborate.

To allow for a comparison of cell activity responsible for the
preparation and execution of motor sequence between these areas,
it is necessary to minimize the effects of the visuospatial aspect
in a behavioral task. This is because activity in both pre-SMA
(Matsuzaka and Tanji, 1996; Hoshi and Tanji, 2004) and PMd
(Boussaoud and Wise, 1993; Crammond and Kalaska, 1994; Raos
et al., 2004; Hoshi and Tanji, 2006) reflects the visual attributes of
cues. Controlling the visuospatial aspect, we aimed to investigate
the activity in pre-SMA and PMd in terms of the following
aspects: (1) the extent to which movement representation is rank-
order specific; (2) activity transition from reactive- to predictive
encoding; (3) activity modification concerning switching move-
ments in a sequence; and (4) the predictability of the erroneous
performance. Thus, we characterized encoding property of single-
unit activity recorded in both areas while monkeys performed
multiple motor sequences initially under visual guidance and
thereafter frommemory. We discuss the distinct roles of PMd and
pre-SMA in the performance of multiple motor sequences.

Materials and Methods
Experimental model and subject details
Two Japanese monkeys [Macaca fuscata; monkeys N (female, weighing
6.0 kg) and L (male, 8.0 kg)] were cared for at Tohoku University in ac-
cordance with the Regulations for Animal Experiments and Related
Activities published by Tohoku University. Monkey N was used in our
previous experiments (Nakajima et al., 2009, 2013). All experiments
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Tohoku University Environmental and Safety Committee.

Behavioral task
We trained the monkeys to memorize and perform a motor sequence
comprising two movements. An experimental session was divided into
blocks, each of which consisted of three trial conditions: the first and sec-
ond visually guided (VIS1 and VIS2, respectively) trials followed by
memory-guided trials (MEMs). In each VIS trial, the animals had to per-
form a sequence of two movements in response to colored cues pre-
sented one after the other with an intervening delay. The color of the cue
indicated left forearm supination (red) or pronation (blue), and right
forearm pronation (yellow) or supination (green). These movements
were abbreviated as LS, LP, RP, and RS, respectively. The animals had to
memorize the particular motor sequence while performing it twice in
the two VISs. In the subsequent MEMs, the animal performed the motor
sequence instructed in the previous VISs with no visual cues twice. As
shown in Figure 1A, at the onset of a trial, the animal had to place the
two handles in the neutral position with eyes fixated on the central fixa-
tion point (FP) on the screen in front. The monkey was required to
maintain handle placement and eye fixation for 1.5 s, during which the
instructional cue for the first movement (1M) was presented for 0.5 s in
the VISs. Subsequently, the FP was dimmed, which served as 1M-trigger
signal (first GO). The animal was required to perform the 1M within the
reaction-time limit (1 s), and the handle was returned to the neutral
position. After a delay period of 1 s, during which the instructional cue
for the second movement (2M) was presented for 0.5 s (in the VISs), the
animal was given the trigger signal for 2M (second GO). In the MEM,
the monkey was required to wait 1.5 s before the first GO and 1 s before
the second GO, during which only the FP was presented on the screen
during these intervals. A series of correct movements without a fixation
break was rewarded with the delivery of juice 500-ms later, followed by a
1.5-s interval before the next trial. During this interval, the FP was not
presented on the screen and eye fixation was not required. After the two
MEMs were completed, an auditory signal indicated the end of the cur-
rent block and the beginning of a new block, where a new sequence was
selected pseudorandomly.

A total of 16 motor sequences were presented in an entire recording
(Fig. 1B), and a sequence was classified according to whether it com-
prised a series of two identical movements (repetition sequence; REP) or
two different movements (nonrepetition sequence; non-REP). Data for a
given sequence were recorded for at least three blocks, which included at
least six MEMs.

Surgery
After 18months of training, the monkeys performed MEMs at a correct
rate of.90%. Two acrylic recording chambers and head-fixation bolts
were implanted on the skull of each animal under aseptic conditions.
For both monkeys, a chamber covering both pre-SMA and bolts was
implanted during the initial surgery, and the other covering PMd in the
right hemisphere was placed during the second surgery. Each surgery
was performed under general anesthesia using ketamine hydrochloride
(10mg/kg, i.m.) and pentobarbital sodium (30mg/kg, i.m.) with atro-
pine sulfate (0.02mg/kg, s.c.). Antibiotics and analgesics were used to
prevent postsurgical infection and pain. A recovery period of twoweeks
was allowed after each surgery.

Recordings
After complete recovery from the surgery, we localized PMd (Hoshi and
Tanji, 2002) and pre-SMA (Luppino et al., 1991; Matsuzaka et al., 1992)
based on previously established physiological criteria (sensory response
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profiles and microstimulation effects). Thereafter, single-unit recordings
were made in the right PMd and pre-SMA in both hemispheres using ei-
ther a glass-insulated Elgiloy microelectrode or linear arrays, which were
inserted through the dura mater using a hydraulic microdrive (MO-81;
Narishige). Cells in the two areas were simultaneously recorded in some
experimental sessions. The linear arrays were Plexon U-probes with plat-
inum-iridium recording sites and 16 channels spaced 150mm apart.
Online data collection was performed using a multichannel acquisition
processor (Plexon). Single-unit activity was sorted using spike-sorting

software (Offline Sorter, Plexon). The sorted unit activity was stored
with a record of behavioral events on a computer hard drive. Statistical
analyses were performed using R software (version 3.4.2; R Core
Development Team). For monkey N, we recorded the activity of 46
forelimb and axial muscles using electromyography. Although
these muscles exhibited movement-related activity, no consistent
changes in activity occurred before the execution of movement.
Eye position was monitored using an infrared corneal reflection
monitoring system at 1 kHz (Millennium G200, Matrox).

A

B C

D

Figure 1. Behavioral task, recording areas, and task performance. A, Task sequence of events in an example trial block of a behavioral task. The top row illustrates an
example of a visually guided trial (VIS), in which the animals performed a series of two movements in accordance with two cues. The monkey was required to memorize a
particular motor sequence (left forearm pronation–right forearm pronation in this example) while performing the visually guided trials twice. The bottom row depicts a
memory-guided trial (MEM) in which the order of the two movements is memorized; only the GO signals are given. In MEMs, the memorized motor sequence was performed
twice. B, Classification of motor sequences performed by the monkeys. A matrix of 16 motor sequences determines the order of pronation or supination of the forearm.
Shaded cells in the matrix indicate repetition sequences (REPs, black) and nonrepetition sequences (non-REPs, gray). C, Recorded areas. Medial view of the right cerebrum
upside-down (top) and lateral view (bottom). Rostral is to the right in both views. Recorded areas are shaded light gray (PMd) or dark gray (pre-SMA). CC, corpus callosum;
CgS, cingulate sulcus; CS, central sulcus; ArS, arcuate sulcus; PS, principal sulcus. D, Classifications of error trials when each monkey had to perform (i) non-REPs and (ii)
REPs from memory. Each pair of bar graphs indicates the percentage of errors that occurred in the 1M (E1) and 2M (E2). For i, errors in the 1M are classified into PREM and
NIM-1 errors, whereas the errors in the 2M are subdivided into REPE and NIM-2 errors. The upward arrow under each bar indicates the chance level of the occurrence ratio
(1:2) for PREM versus NIM-1 errors and that for REP versus NIM-2 errors; ***p, 0.001. For ii, note that PREM or REPE errors cannot be determined for REPs by definition.
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Experimental design and statistical analysis
Classification of instantaneous neuronal activities and task-related cells
The interval used in the data analysis started 2.5 s before the onset of 1M
and ended 0.5 s after the onset of 2M. Instantaneous spike counts during
the interval were calculated with a 200-ms centered sliding bin that
stepped across the analysis interval in 20-ms increments. To characterize
the time course of the effect of 1M and 2M on cell activity, we conducted
a two-way ANOVA on the distribution of spike counts in a bin by using
each movement as the main factor. This allowed us to determine the sig-
nificance of the two factors and their interaction, and to estimate the
effect size of each factor. The effect size was calculated as h2, which is
the ratio of the effect variance (SSeffect) to the total variance (SStotal; Zar,
2010). When any main effect and/or the interaction was significant for
the activity in a given bin, we classified the activity into one of the fol-
lowing three groups. 1M-selective activity, which was significantly
(p, 0.01) influenced by 1M and met the following condition:

SS1.SS2 1 SS1�2;

where SS1 and SS2 represent the h 2 for 1M and 2M, and SS1�2 repre-
sents h 2 for the interaction.

2M-selective activity, which was significantly (p, 0.01) influenced
by 2M and satisfied the following condition:

SS2.SS1 1 SS1�2:

Sequence-selective activity, which was significantly (p, 0.01) influ-
enced by either of the main factors and/or their interaction but satisfied
neither of the abovementioned formulas.

Because these three groups were mutually exclusive, activity of
a cell during one single bin could not be classified into more than
one group. A cell was defined as “task-related” if its activity was
classified as one of the three groups described above for at least
five consecutive bins. If the cell activity was 1M selective for five
consecutive bins during the interval analyzed, the onset time of
1M-selective activity was defined as the center of the first bin in
which the activity satisfied the criteria. The onset times and dura-
tion of both 2M-selective activity and sequence-selective activity
were defined in similar ways.

Our database included task-related cells defined in the MEMs.
These cells were primarily classified into the following four groups
based on their activity in MEMs. 1M-specific (1MS) cells, for
which the onset of 1M-selective activity could be defined but the
onset of 2M-selective activity could not; 2M-specific (2MS) cells,
for which the onset of 2M-selective activity could be defined but
the onset of 1M-selective activity could not; RNS cells, for which
the onset of both 1M-selective and 2M-selective activity could be
defined; and SEQ cells, for which the onset of only sequence-selec-
tive activity could be defined.

To characterize how the presence of visual cues affected the task-
related information conveyed by cell activity, we further classified the
cells in each of the above four groups according to the activity in VIS1.
This classification was performed in a similar manner. Briefly, we first
determined whether the cell exhibited task-related activity in VIS1. If it
did, the encoding property of the cell in VIS1 was classified as 1MS,
2MS, RNS, or SEQ type.

Correlation in selectivity for 2M between visually guided trials and mem-
ory-guided trials
Despite potential influence of visual cues on cell activity in VISs, the ac-
tivity in VISs and that in MEMs could exhibit similar selectivity for
movements. To quantify the correlation in the selectivity for 2M between
VIS1 and MEMs, in particular, we chose the 2MS and RNS cells that also
exhibited 2M-selective activity in VIS1. For each of these cells, we identi-
fied the bin that yielded maximum h2 for 2M (e.g., Fig. 2C, shaded area)
and applied a bootstrap method for the activity that occurred in the bin.
Specifically, we classified MEMs into 4 groups with respect to 2M,
regardless of 1M, and randomly selected a trial from each group. We

subsequently counted the spikes that occurred within the bin for each
selected trial and generated a vector:

SMEM � mLS2;mLP2;mRP2;mRS2ð Þ;

where mX2 denotes the spike count in the trial whose 2M was X. In a
similar way, we constructed a vector for VIS1 using the bin at which h2

for 2M peaked (Fig. 2A, shaded area):

SVIS1 � vLS2; vLP2; vRP2; vRS2ð Þ;

where vX2 denotes the spike count in the trial whose 2M was X.
The above procedure was repeated 1000 times, and we computed the

Pearson’s correlation coefficient between SMEM and SVIS1 for each itera-
tion. We defined the mean of the coefficient values as V-M correlation
index of the cell. The index takes a value between�1 and 1. As the selec-
tivity for 2M in VIS1 and that in MEMs become more correlated to each
other, the index took a value closer to 1. Conversely, the more inversely
correlated the selectivities were, the index was closer to�1.

Comparison of neuronal activity between REP and non-REP sequences
The activity of a 2MS cell was often enhanced more in non-REP than in
REP sequences. To quantify the activity enhancement in non-REPs in
reference to the REPs in a 2MS cell, we introduced the “enhancement
score,” which measured the activity difference from the mean activity
while performing the REP. To calculate the enhancement score at a sin-
gle-neuron level, we first determined the 2M yielding the greatest mean
instantaneous firing rate and defined the movement as “preferred 2M.”
This preferred 2M was determined for each bin, where 2M-selective ac-
tivity was observed. Next, we calculated the mean instantaneous firing
rate observed during the REPs (mrep), where the preferred 2M was
repeated. We then computed the enhancement score in each trial by sub-
tracting mrep from the instantaneous firing rate at a matched bin in the
trial.

To quantify the activity enhancement at the population level, the
enhancement score was computed separately for the REPs and non-
REPs, both of which included the preferred 2M, and pooled across 2MS
cells. We subsequently performed a two-tailed t test to examine whether
the mean enhancement score in the non-REPs significantly differed
from that in the REPs (i.e., zero).

Comparison of neuronal activity between error trials and correct trials
To infer the relationship between cell activity and task performance, we
compared the activity before 1M between error and correct trials at sin-
gle-neuron and population levels. Because the most frequent error was
the one where the monkey prematurely executed 2M instead of 1M
(PREM error), we focused on the influence of 2MS cell activity on this
type of error. Specifically, we defined the “first premovement period” as
the 200-ms interval immediately preceding the onset of 1M. We then
selected the subpopulation of 2MS cells whose activity was 2M-selective
during this period. For each cell in this subpopulation, we counted the
spikes that occurred during the first premovement period in the MEMs
with the cell’s preferred 2M, including the correct and error trials with
PREM errors.

Data/code accessibility
Raw data and custom code are available at https://data.mendeley.com/
datasets/w9s5jd7fbz/1.

Results
Premature execution of the 2M as the major cause of error
At the beginning of each experimental block, the monkeys had
to memorize a two-movement sequence while they executed the
movements instructed with colored cues presented one after the
other (Fig. 1A, visually guided trial; VIS). Thereafter, they per-
formed the memorized sequence twice without instruction cues
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(Fig. 1A, memory-guided trial; MEM). One of the 16 motor
sequences (Fig. 1B) was selected pseudorandomly for each block.

Both monkeys performed the task proficiently; the proportion
of MEMs where the monkeys performed an erroneous

movement (error rate) was only 5.93% (1546/26,081 for monkey
N and 2.74% (213/7758) for monkey L. Moreover, we observed a
significantly higher error rate in non-REPs (1310/20,134, 6.5%
for monkey N; 191/5897, 3.2% for monkey L) than in REPs (236/

A C

B

Figure 2. Transition of encoding property in example 2MS cell in PMd. A, B, Activity of an example 2MS cell in PMd during the analysis interval, which starts 2.5 s before the 1M and ends 0.5 s after
the 2M in the first (A) and second (B) visually guided trials. In each panel, the top row visualizes the time course of moment-to-moment h 2 values that explain the 1M (thick blue trace), 2M (thick red
trace), and interaction of the two factors (thin black trace), on which selectivity of activity in the analysis interval is indicated with horizontal segments colored in blue (1M selective), red (2M selective), or
gray (sequence selective). For display purposes, we adjusted variation of the interval between the two movements by inserting a gap between 200ms after the 1M onset and 1 s before the 2M. The bot-
tom four rows display perievent histograms (PEHs) for instantaneous firing rates (mean6 SE) for each sequence sorted by the 1M and then color-coded with respect to the 2M (see C, inset). C, Time
course of the activity of the same cell as (A, B) in memory-guided trials. The display format for the top row and PEHs are the same as for A, B. Rastergrams under each PEH depict temporal distribution
of spiking activity of the cell color-coded by the 2M.1, initiation of a trial; o, occurrence of a GO signal. The shaded areas in A, C, denote the bins where the h 2 for 2M peaked.
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5947, 4.0% for monkey N; 22/1861, 1.2% for monkey L) in both
monkeys N (z= 7.25, p, 10�12 by two-tailed Z-test) and L
(z= 4.65, p, 10�5). In the following analyses, we subdivide error
trials in non-REPs and demonstrate that the premature perform-
ance of the 2M was the most significant across all types of errors.

In non-REPs, most errors occurred in the 1M than in the 2M in
both monkeys (935/1310, 71.4% in monkey N; 122/191, 63.9% in
monkey L). We then investigated what type of errors were preva-
lent in the 1M in non-REPs. One possibility was that the monkey
did not perform the 1M in the instructed sequence but prematurely
executed the movement that had to be performed as the 2M
(PREM error; Fig. 1Di, blue bar). Alternatively, the monkey might
have erroneously executed either of the two movements not con-
tained in the instructed sequence (noninstructed movement error
in the 1M; NIM-1 error; Fig. 1Di, cyan bar). Given that each of the
three incorrect movements other than the correct one is equiprob-
able, PREM errors should account for only a third (33% chance
level) of errors that occurred in the 1M. However, we found that
PREM errors were the majority (63%, 590/935 for monkey N; 80%,
97/122 for monkey L). Indeed, these proportions were significantly
more frequent than chance (z=19.2 for monkey N, z=10.7 for
monkey L, p, 10�26 by two-tailed Z-test for both monkeys).

To examine the profile of errors occurring in the 2M in non-
REPs, we classified the errors into those in which the 1M in the
instructed sequence was repeated (REPE error; Fig. 1Di, red bar)
and those in which a noninstructed movement was performed
(NIM-2 error, pink bar). The proportion of REPE errors in the
2M (37%, 139/375 for monkey N; 55%, 38/69 for monkey L) was
significantly greater than chance (33%) only in monkey L
(z= 3.70, p=0.00021), as shown by two-tailed Z-test.

In REPs, where errors occurred significantly less often than in
non-REPs, all the error trials were accounted for by noninstructed
movement by definition. Of these, NIM-2 errors occurred more
often (66.9% in monkey N, 77.3% in monkey L) than NIM-1
errors (33.1% in monkey N, 22.7% in monkey L) in both monkeys
(Fig. 1Dii). The foregone analyses revealed the predominance of
PREM errors in the 1M of non-REPs. In the next section, we
analyze the cell activity underlying the performance of motor
sequences.

Neuronal database
Figure 1C shows the recording areas. More precisely, the record-
ing area in PMd spanned 5 mm (monkey N) or 4 mm (monkey
L) rostrally from the edge of the adjacent primary motor area.
For pre-SMA, the recording area extended up to 7 mm (monkey
N) or 6 mm (monkey L) rostrally to SMA.We recorded a total of
333 cells in PMd (215 in monkey N, 118 in monkey L) and 273
cells in pre-SMA (170 in monkey N, 103 in monkey L). Of these,
275/333 (82.6%) in PMd and 211/273 (77.3%) in pre-SMA were
classified as task-related during the MEMs and included in our
database. Task-related cells were operationally classified into the
following four groups based on their activity during the entire
analysis period in MEMs. Briefly, cells considered to be selective
for either the 1M only or the 2M only were defined as 1MS or
2MS cells, respectively. Cells exhibiting activity selective for each
movement at least once were defined as rank nonspecific (RNS)
cells. The remaining task-related cells were the sequence-only
selective (SEQ) cells. We similarly characterized the activity of
each task-related cell in VIS1 and VIS2.

Encoding properties in PMd: single-unit examples
We found many 2MS cells with a variety of onsets in MEMs. The
selectivity of these cells often started before the 1M. Figure 2

shows the activity of an example cell recorded during the VIS
and MEMs. Our ANOVA-based analysis revealed that the 2M
was clearly the dominant factor that explained cell activity in
MEMs (Fig. 2C, top). The 2M selectivity started.1.5 s before the
initiation of the 1M and continued until;250ms before the 2M.

We further analyzed the contribution of each sequence to 2M
selectivity. The rastergrams and perievent histograms (PEHs) in
Figure 2C show that LS, as 2M, mainly contributed to 2M selec-
tivity in the early phase of the analysis period, namely several
hundred milliseconds before the 1M. In the later phase, LP, as
the 2M, was the dominant contributor to 2M selectivity. Despite
the temporal preference, 2M selectivity persisted from the begin-
ning of the trial to the delay period before the 2M.

To examine how the 2M specificity emerged, we analyzed the
activity of the cell in Figure 2C in VISs. During VIS1, the selec-
tivity for 1M and 2M appeared one after the other (Fig. 2A, top);
the activity was characterized as RNS-type. As shown in the
PEHs in Figure 2A, the cell was preferentially active when a vis-
ual cue instructed LP regardless of its rank order. In contrast, the
activity during VIS2 was similar to that in MEMs and was char-
acterized as 2MS type (Fig. 2B, top). The 1M selectivity did not
appear. Instead, 2M selectivity started just before the 1M, reflect-
ing activity elevation when the 2M was LS (PEHs in Fig. 2B). For
this cell, the preferred 2M (LP) and second preferred 2M (LS)
were common in VIS1 and MEMs when the selectivity for 2M
peaked (Fig. 2A,C, shaded areas). This is reflected in the high V-
M correlation index of this cell (0.69; Fig. 11B, top). We present
another example of a 2MS cell, where 2M-selective activity
emerged .2.5 s before 1M and discriminated between REP and
non-REPs (Fig. 3). The rastergram and PEH for each motor
sequence show that the activity was preferentially enhanced
when the 2M was RP in the MEMs. However, the activity was
temporally attenuated just before the performance of the first-RP
in the RP-RP repetition sequence (REP), whereas the activity
enhancement was continuous in non-REPs. It is intriguing to
note that in both 2MS cells shown in Figures 2C and 3, 2M selec-
tivity discontinued before the 2M, suggesting that these cells
were not related to the execution of the 2M per se.

In the MEMs, the majority of the task-related cells other than
the 2MS cells were classified as RNS cells. They often showed
RNS-type activity likewise in VISs. Figure 4 shows an example.
In both VISs (Fig. 4A,B) and MEMs (Fig. 4C), the cell exhibited
an increase in activity when the forthcoming movement was LS
or LP, regardless of its rank order. This is reflected by the 1M se-
lectivity and 2M selectivity appearing one after the other. Indeed,
the cell yielded a positive V-M correlation index (0.32; Fig. 11B,
top). We therefore suggest that the cell took part in the prepara-
tion or execution of individual movement regardless of its rank
order or the availability of a visual cue.

The 1M-selective activity occurred earlier in VIS2 and MEMs
than in VIS1, indicating that the 1M was being memorized.
However, it should be noted that in MEMs the activity more
than ;1.2 s before 1M was often sequence-selective, reflecting
the graded activity level with respect to 2M when 1M was LP
(Fig. 4C, pair of arrows).

Encoding property in PMd: population level analyses
Next, we present the population activity profile of task-related
cells classified by the encoding property observed in the MEMs
(Fig. 5). Among the task-related cells, we encountered RNS cells
most often (131/275, 47.6%), followed by 2MS (90/275, 33%)
cells. However, we describe the 2MS cells first because we charac-
terized the roles of PMd and pre-SMA in controlling motor
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sequences mainly based on the activity pattern of
the 2MS cells in the sections that follow.

We sorted the activity of 2MS cells in VIS1,
VIS2, and MEMs according to the onset of 2M
selectivity in the MEMs (Fig. 5Aii–iv, top). As
observed in the activity in the MEMs (Fig. 5Aiv,
top), onset times spanned the entire analysis pe-
riod. Qualitatively, 50% (45/90) of 2MS cells
exhibited the onset before the 1M, and the selec-
tivity often continued until after the 1M. To elu-
cidate the temporal profile of information
encoded by the 2MS cells at the population level,
we plotted the number of 2MS cells for which
the activity was selective for the 1M, 2M, or
sequence against time (Fig. 5Aiv, bottom). The
number of cells showing 2M-selective activity
gradually increased until the 1M. The number
increased more rapidly after the 1M, peaked ;1
s before the 2M, and then declined. This implies
that most 2MS cells were not directly involved in
the execution of the 2M. It should be noted that
10–20 2MS cells (11–22%) often exhibited
sequence-selective activity. In contrast, during
VIS1 (Fig. 5Aii; see also Fig. 6Ai showing data
aligned with cue onset), a sizable proportion of
the 2MS cells exhibited selective activity for the
1M in response to the first visual cue. Thereafter,
most of these cells exhibited 2M selectivity in
response to the second visual cue. Thus, the
encoding property was more variable in VIS1
(Fig. 5Ai). In particular, 39% (35/90) of the 2MS
cells, whose activity in MEMs was selective for
2M only, exhibited RNS-type activity in VIS1
(Fig. 5Ai). Subsequently, during VIS2, the ac-
tivity responding to the visual cue presenta-
tions was dramatically attenuated (Fig. 5Aiii;
see also Fig. 6Aii), suggesting that the cells
were much less reactive. Moreover, the cells
selective for the 1M decreased, and some
cells showed 2M-selective activity before the
1M. These observations indicate that the
population activity was transitioning from
reactive to predictive encoding. One can also
appreciate the emergence of sequence-selec-
tive activity before the 1M. Finally, in the
MEMs, 1M selectivity disappeared, and 2M
selectivity became more prominent than that
observed in VIS2 (Fig. 5Aiv). These findings
indicate a dynamic transition in the encod-
ing properties of the 2MS cells from VIS1 to
MEM trials.

The number of 1MS cells (n=30) was only
one-third that of 2MS cells. Although 24/30 1MS
cells measured the onset of 1M selectivity before
the 1M (Fig. 5Biv, top), this number was still
smaller than that of the 2MS cells exhibiting 2M-
selective activity before the 1M (n=45). This
suggests that neuronal representation in PMd is
strongly biased toward the 2M at the population
level. Like the 2MS cells, the 1MS cells showed
various encoding properties in VIS1 (Fig. 5Bi)
and exhibited a transition in the encoding prop-
erty from VIS1 to MEMs (Fig. 5Bii–iv).

Figure 3. Tonic 2M-selective activity before 1M. Activity of another example PMd 2MS cell is shown. The basic
display format is the same as that shown in Figure 2C. The downward arrow indicates the transient activity attenua-
tion in the repetition sequence “RP-RP” (brown trace).
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Nearly half of the task-related cells (47.6%, 131/275) were
RNS (Fig. 5Civ, top). Of these, 125/131 (95.5%) cells measured
the onset of 1M-selective activity no later than 200-ms after the
onset of the 1M, and the 2M-selective activity occurred there-
after. They were thus considered to be involved in the prepara-
tion or execution of an individual movement regardless of its
rank order. As shown in Figure 5Civ, bottom panel, ;10% of
RNS cells exhibited 1M-selective activity at the beginning of the
analysis period. Before the proportion peaked, a rapid increase in
cells exhibiting 2M selectivity had already begun. It is noteworthy

that activities of the RNS and 2MS cells before 1M simultane-
ously represented two movements in a sequence. Compared with
this predictive nature of the activity in the MEMs, the activity in
VISs was reactive. In VIS1, in particular, the number of cells
selective for 1M or 2M sharply increased in response to the pre-
sentation of the corresponding visual cue (Figs. 5Cii, 6Ci).
Accordingly, the vast majority of RNS cells (96/131, 73%) exhib-
ited RNS-type activity in VIS1 (Fig. 5Ci), suggesting that RNS
cells encode the immediate-next movement more robustly than
the other cells. In VIS2, the onset of the 1M-selective and 2M-

A C

B

Figure 4. Activity transition in example RNS cell in PMd. A–C show the activity in the first (A), second visually guided trials (B), and memory-guided trials (C), using the same format as
that shown in Figure 2A–C. Paired arrows in C indicate the range of different activity levels with respect to 2M that occurred before 1M (LP).
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D

Figure 5. Population activity of task-related cells in PMd. A, Population activity of the 2MS cells. i, Subdivision of the 2MS cells according to the encoding property in VIS1. 1MS, 1M-specific;
2MS, 2M-specific; RNS, rank nonspecific; SEQ, sequence only selective; NR, task nonrelated. ii–iv, Top row, Phase diagram showing the temporal profile of selectivity detected among the 2MS
cells during the (ii) VIS1, (iii) VIS2 (iii), and (iv) MEMs. Activity profiles of individual cells are color-coded, as shown in the inset; each row represents data for a single cell. Cell activity was sorted
by the onset of 2M-selective activity that was determined in the MEMs and arranged for display in the order of its first appearance (from bottom to top). Bottom row, Time course of the num-
ber of cells in each instance that exhibited 1M-selective activity (red trace), 2M-selective activity (blue trace), and sequence-selective activity (gray trace) are plotted during the analysis period.
The horizontal lines indicate 25% (dashed line) and 50% (solid line) of all 2MS cells. For display purposes, we adjusted the variation of the interval between the two movements by inserting a
gap between 200 ms after the 1M onset (1M) and 1 s before the 2M onset (2M). B–D, Population activity of (B) 1MS, (C) RNS, and (D) SEQ cells. The basic display format is the same as A,
except that cell activity in B, C was sorted by the onset of 1M-selective activity, and the activity in D was sorted by the onset of sequence-selective activity, both of which were determined in
MEMs. See Figure 6 for the population activity aligned with cue onsets in VIS1 and VIS2.
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selective activity was less time-locked to the cue
presentations (Figs. 5Ciii, 6Cii). In some cells,
movement-selective or sequence-selective activity
emerged earlier, resembling the activity during the
MEMs.

The SEQ cells (24/275, 9%) formed the smallest
group (Fig. 5D). While 38% of the SEQ cells also
exhibited SEQ-type activity in VIS1, a total of 20%
of the SEQ cells exhibited 1M-selective and/or
2M-selective activity in the trial (Fig. 5Di).

Encoding properties in pre-SMA: single-unit
examples
Likewise, we found many 2MS cells in pre-SMA.
However, the activity of pre-SMA 2MS cells began
later, and its duration was shorter than that of
PMd 2MS cells in general. A typical example of
the pre-SMA 2MS cell is shown in Figure 7. This
cell elevated the firing rate immediately after 1M
in the non-REP sequences (LS-RS, LP-RS, and
RP-RS), in which 2M was RS (Fig. 7C, green
traces). In case RS was repeated (RS-RS), the activ-
ity elevation was weaker (Fig. 7C, black arrow)
than that in non-REPs (Fig. 7C, red arrows). As
observed in the PMd cells, there was a transition
from reactive to predictive encoding. In VIS1, 2M
selectivity started reactively, in response to the sec-
ond visual cue (Fig. 7A). However, there was a dif-
ference from the PMd 2MS cell shown in Figure 2;
in VIS-1 (Fig. 7A), 1M selectivity reflected the in-
hibitory response to the first visual cue that
instructed LP or RP (black arrow). In the subsequent
VIS2, the onset of the 2M selectivity was brought
forward, indicating that the activity was turning pre-
dictive (Fig. 7B). The activity finally turned exclu-
sively selective for 2M in the MEMs. This cell
yielded a high V-M correlation index (0.52; Fig. 11B,
bottom), reflecting similar preference for 2M in
VIS1 andMEMs (Fig. 7A,C, shaded areas).

Another example cell (Fig. 8A) exhibited phasic
activity before and during the initiation of the 1M
in the MEMs. This activity was selective for the sec-
ond RS movement in the non-REPs (red arrows).
Intriguingly, the cell was almost silent when the
monkey performed an RS-RS repetition sequence
(black arrow). The cell did not show activity selec-
tive for either movement in VIS1 (data not shown).

In addition to the 2MS cells, we found a compa-
rable proportion of 1MS cells. This contrasts with
the paucity of 1MS cells in PMd. Figure 8B shows an
example 1MS cell that started 1M-selective activity
;0.7 s before the 1M and continued until;0.1 s af-
ter the 1M. Specifically, this cell exhibited the strong-
est suppression in activity while performing RS as
the 1M. We noted that in several other 1MS cells,
1M selectivity was accounted for by selective sup-
pression of activity for a particular 1M.

Encoding properties in pre-SMA: population-
level analyses
As we did for PMd above, we first describe the
population activity of the 2MS cells, followed by
the 1MS, RNS, and SEQ cells (Fig. 9). The 2MS

A

B

C

D

Figure 6. Population activity of PMd cells aligned with visual cue onsets. A–D show population activity of 2MS
(A), 1MS (B), RNS (C) and SEQ cells (D) during the first (i) and second (ii) visually-guided trials. The basic display
format is similar to that shown in Figure 5, ii, iii. For display purposes, we adjusted the variation of the interval
between the presentations of the first and second cues (c1, c2) by inserting a gap between the first GO signal
(go1) and 200 ms before the second cue presentation. go2, second GO signal.
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cells formed the second largest group (57/211, 27%) among the
task-related cells in pre-SMA (Fig. 9A); however, their temporal
activity profile in the MEMs was quite different from that in
PMd. Specifically, the proportion of cells exhibiting 2M-selective
activity in each instance continued to be very low (,5/57, 9%)
until the abrupt increase just before the 1M (Fig. 9Aiv, arrow).
This contrasts with the corresponding proportion in PMd, which
showed a continual increase from the beginning of the analysis
period (Fig. 5Aiv). It should be noted that ;25% of pre-SMA

2MS cells exhibited sequence-selective activity around the 1M
and 2M. As we have seen in PMd, pre-SMA 2MS cells acquired
the exclusive encoding of 2M through activity transition from re-
active to predictive encoding. The reactiveness to visual cues in
VIS1 is evident in Figure 9Aii (see also Fig. 10Ai showing data
aligned with cue onset). The variation in encoding property is
shown in Figure 9Ai, where more than a third (20/57, 35%) of
the 2MS cells exhibited RNS-type activity in VIS1. In the subse-
quent VIS2, pre-SMA 2MS cells were less reactive to visual cues

A C

B

Figure 7. Transition of encoding property in example 2MS cell in pre-SMA. A–C show the activity in the first (A), second visually-guided trials (B), and memory-guided trials (C), using the same format
as that shown in Figure 2A–C. Black arrows in A depicts inhibitory response to the first visual cue that instructed LP or RP. Each red arrow in C indicates an increase in activity while performing a move-
ment other than right forearm supination (RS) in 1M when the 2M was RS, whereas the black arrow in C indicates a smaller activity increase (green trace) when RS is to be repeated.
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but more predictive of the future movement; several cells exhib-
ited 2M-selective activity before the second cue, and several
others showed sequence-selective activity before the first cue
(Figs. 9Aiii, 10Aii), resembling the activity during MEMs.

The population activity profiles of the 1MS cells are
shown in Figure 9B. Their proportion in the task-related
cells (40/211, 19%) was still smaller than that of the 2MS

cells (57/211, 27%). Similar to that in the 2MS cells, there
was also a transition in the encoding property from reactive
to predictive encoding. A variation in the encoding prop-
erty in VIS1 is shown in Figure 9Bi. Specifically, a total of
40% (16/40) of the 1MS cells exhibited selective activity for
the 2M in VIS1 (Fig. 9Bii) and were classified as either 2MS
or RNS type (Fig. 9Bi). In VIS2, the selectivity of both

A B

Figure 8. Activity of 2MS and 1MS cells in pre-SMA during memory-guided trials. Activity of (A) a 2MS cell and (B) 1MS cell in pre-SMA. The basic display format is the same as that shown
in Figure 2C. In A, each red arrow indicates phasic activity while performing a movement other than right forearm supination (RS) in the 1M when the 2M was RS, whereas the solid black
arrow indicates an almost complete lack of activity when RS is to be repeated.
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Figure 9. Population activity of task-related cells in pre-SMA. A–D show population activity of 2MS (A), 1MS (B), RNS (C) and SEQ cells (D) using the same format as that
shown in Figure 5A–D. The arrow in A, iv indicates an abrupt increase in the cells exhibiting 2M selectivity. See Figure 10 for the population activity aligned with cue onsets
in VIS1 and VIS2.
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movements was less prominent, presumably reflecting the
activity transition (Fig. 9Biii). Then, the activity became
exclusively selective for the 1M in the MEMs (Fig. 9Biv).

As in PMd, the RNS cells formed the largest group, account-
ing for 79/211 (37%) task-related cells (Fig. 9C). Most of them

(76/79, 96%) were considered to be involved in
the preparation or execution of both the 1M and
2M in the MEMs (Fig. 9Civ, top). In VIS1, RNS
cells showed the selectivity for each movement
in response to the corresponding visual cue (Fig.
9Cii; see also Fig. 10Ci). Their encoding proper-
ties in VIS1 were moderately consistent with
those in the MEMs (Fig. 9Ci); the majority of
RNS cells (46/79, 58%) defined in the MEMs
also exhibited RNS-type activity in VIS1. In
VIS2 (Fig. 9Ciii; see also Fig. 10Cii), the onset of
the selectivity became less time-locked to the cue
presentations.

The SEQ cells accounted for 17% (35/211) of
the task-related cells in pre-SMA (Fig. 9D).
Activity of more than half of the SEQ cells was
not task-related in VIS1 (Fig. 9Di). The emer-
gence of sequence-selective activity around the
1M in the VIS2 indicate that the SEQ cells
acquired the activity while memorizing a motor
sequence.

Comparison of 2MS and RNS cells between
PMd and pre-SMA
To characterize how a rank order in a sequence
influenced motor representation in each area, we
compared the proportions of 1MS, 2MS, and
SEQ cells between the two areas (Fig. 11A).
Although we encountered 2MS cells more often
than 1MS cells in both areas, we found that
the ratio of the 2MS cells relative to the 1MS
cells in PMd (90/30, 3.0) was significantly
greater than the corresponding ratio in pre-
SMA (57/40, 1.4), as shown via two-tailed Z-
test (z = 2.40, p = 0.016). This indicates that
neuronal representation in PMd is more bi-
ased toward the 2M than that in pre-SMA,
and that the encoding property in pre-SMA
cells is more balanced between the 1M and
2M. The proportion of SEQ cells in pre-SMA
(35/211) were significantly greater than
those in PMd (24/275; z = 2.49, p = 0.013),
whereas RNS cells were significantly more
prevalent in PMd (131/275) than in pre-SMA
(79/211; z = 2.16, p = 0.031). It supports the
view that pre-SMA is more specialized in
encoding an entire sequence than an individ-
ual movement per se.

To examine whether there was a difference in
the distribution of the four types of task-related
cells along the rostro-caudal axis, we operation-
ally defined the portion that encompassed the
caudal 2 mm of the recording area in PMd as
“(c)PMd” and the remaining rostral portion as
“(r)PMd” for both monkeys. We likewise subdi-
vided the recording area in pre-SMA rostro-cau-
dally into “(c)pre-SMA,” and “(r)pre-SMA” with
respect to the line drawn at 3 mm rostral to the
caudal boundary. The result is shown in Table 1.

Although we found that the percentage of the entire task-related
cells within all recorded cells was significantly greater in the cau-
dal portion than in the rostral portion for both cortical areas [(c)
PMd, 87.3% vs (r)PMd, 75.7%; z = 2.59, p=0.0096; (c)pre-SMA,

A

B

C

D

Figure 10. Population activity of pre-SMA cells aligned with visual cue onsets. A–D show population activity of
2MS (A), 1MS (B), RNS (C) and SEQ cells (D) during the first (i) and second (ii) visually-guided trials. The basic dis-
play format is the same as that shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 11. Comparison of 2MS and RNS cells between PMd and pre-SMA. A, Classification of task-related cells recorded in each cortical area. B, Correlation in 2M selectivity
between VIS1 and MEMs as a function of the strength of 2M selectivity. For the 2MS (red symbol) and RNS cells (purple) that also exhibited 2M-selective activity in VIS1, the
V-M correlation index is plotted against the maximum h 2 (for 2M) measured in MEMs. Filled circles represent the cells with “strong” positive or inverse correlation that was
defined by a positive or negative coefficient in .75% of iterations in the bootstrap test (see Materials and Methods). Open circles represent the cells without the strong cor-
relation. Arrows depict the cells shown in Figures 2, 4, 7. C, Transition of task-related activity duration in 2MS (left panels) and RNS cells (right panels) in each cortical area,
from VIS to MEMs. Each segment of a bar indicates the mean number of bins where task-related activity was detected (see inset for color code). ***, a significant
(p, 0.001) difference between the mean number of bins containing 1M-selective activity and that containing 2M-selective activity for RNS cells. n.s., no significant differ-
ence (p . 0.05). D, Comparisons of 2M-selective activity duration in 2MS (left) and RNS (right) cells between two areas. The ordinate indicates the mean number of 200-ms
bins containing 2M-selective activity. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. E, Comparison of the onset of 2M-selective activity. Cumulative fractions of the 2MS (thick
trace) and RNS (thin trace) cells that showed the 2M-selective activity in PMd (brown) and in pre-SMA (green) are plotted during the analysis period that started 2.5 s before
the 1M and ended 0.5 s after the 2M. Each downward arrow in the corresponding color and thickness indicates the time at which 50% of the cells in each category showed
2M selectivity. Each gray horizontal arrow indicates a significant difference in the activity onset of 2MS cells (thick arrow) or RNS cells (thin arrow) between PMd and pre-
SMA via Mann–Whitney U test (**p, 0.01, two-tailed).
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82.2% vs (r)pre-SMA, 67.7%; z = 2.55, p= 0.011 by two-tailed Z-
test], there was no difference in the distribution of four types of
task-related cells between the rostral and caudal portions of each
area (PMd, p= 0.124; pre-SMA, p=0.846; Fisher’s exact test).

As we have demonstrated in Figures 5, 6 and 9, 10, cells that
exhibited predictive activity in MEMs often showed reactive ac-
tivity in VIS1. For the example cells shown in Figures 2 and 7,
the selectivity for 2M was highly consistent between MEMs and
VIS1 despite the activity transition. To examine whether the con-
sistency held in a population level and how it depended on
strength of the tuning, we chose the 2MS and RNS cells that also
exhibited 2M-selective activity in VIS1, and plotted the V-M cor-
relation index against the maximum h 2 for 2M for these cells
(Fig. 11B). We found that V-M correlation index was positive
in most 2MS cells (PMd, 35/42, 83%; pre-SMA, 19/28, 64%)
and RNS cells (PMd, 89/107, 83%; pre-SMA, 44/54, 81%) in
both areas. Moreover, we found a significant positive linear
relationship between the h 2 and V-M correlation index for all
categories (PMd 2MS cells, 1.216 0.19, slope of the regression
line6 SE, t(40) = 6.39; RNS cells, 1.166 0.12, t(105) = 9.56; pre-
SMA 2MS cells, 1.616 0.28, t(26) = 5.75; RNS cells,
1.146 0.13, t(52) = 5.02; p, 10�5 for all categories by two-
tailed t test); the stronger the tuning for 2M, the more consist-
ent the selectivity for 2M between VIS1 and MEMs.

Next, we focused on the duration of task-related activity in
2MS and RNS cells. Figure 11C shows the transition of mean
numbers of bins during which a cell exhibited 1M-selective, 2M-
selective, or sequence-selective activity. Overall, cells exhibited
task-related activity in increasing number of bins as the task pro-
gressed, reflecting the transition from reactive- to predictive
encoding. This is mostly accounted for by the prolongation of
2M-selective and sequence-selective activity. The number of bins
that detected 1M-selective activity dramatically reduced during
the activity transition of 2MS cells in both areas (left panels),
whereas it almost remained unchanged in PMd RNS cells (top
right panel) or increased in pre-SMA RNS cells (bottom right
panel).

Although we have identified 2MS cells more often than
1MS cells in both areas (Fig. 11A), one might argue that the
apparent dominance of 2M-representation based on the cell
counts might be dampened by the RNS cells that accounted
for 48% of task-related cells in PMd, in particular. However,
we found that 2M-selective activity occurred significantly more
often than 1M-selective activity in PMd RNS cells (2M-selec-
tive, 39.16 2.16 bins, mean 6 SE; 1M-selective, 32.66 2.18
bins; two-tailed paired t test, t(130) = 2.63, p= 0.0095; Fig. 11C,
top right panel), strengthening the view that encoding of 2M
predominates in PMd. In pre-SMA RNS cells, there was no sig-
nificant difference in the number of bins containing 2M-selec-
tive activity and that containing 1M-selective activity (2M-
selective, 27.06 2.07 bins; 1M-selective, 29.86 2.66 bins, t(78) =
0.94, p= 0.35; Fig. 11C, bottom right panel). Together, these
results further support the idea that encoding in PMd is more

biased toward 2M and that encoding in pre-SMA is more bal-
anced between 1M and 2M.

To highlight the difference in the temporal activity profile of
2MS and RNS cells between PMd and pre-SMA, we compared
the duration and onset of 2M-selective activity measured in the
two areas during MEMs. As shown in Figure 11D, we found that
2M-selective activity occurred significantly more often in PMd
than in pre-SMA for both 2MS cells (PMd, 45.36 4.54 bins; pre-
SMA, 22.36 2.19 bins; t(208) = 3.75, p= 0.00022) and RNS cells
(PMd, 39.16 2.16 bins; pre-SMA, 27.06 2.07 bins; two-tailed t
test, t(145) = 3.82, p= 0.00019). Moreover, 2M-selective activity
started earlier in PMd than in pre-SMA for both categories of
cells (2MS cells, Mann–Whitney U test, two-tailed, W=1862.5,
p= 0.0053; RNS cells, W=4040, p=0.0078; Fig. 11E). It is nota-
ble that 50% (45/90) of the 2MS cells in PMd had exhibited
2M-selective activity by the onset of the 1M, whereas the corre-
sponding figure in pre-SMA was 37% (21/57). These findings
confirm the trend in which PMd encodes the 2M earlier and
more continually than pre-SMA.

Activity enhancement in non-REPs in PMd and pre-SMA
We often observed activity attenuation in 2MS cells in the REPs
compared with that in the non-REPs (Figs. 3, 7C, 8A). In other
words, 2MS cell activity was often more enhanced in the non-
REPs than in the REPs. Figure 12 depicts the time course of pop-
ulation-level activity enhancement in the non-REPs relative to
that in the REP, together with the significance level of the differ-
ence between the non-REPs and the REP. Inspection of the color
code continuity reveals that activity enhancement in PMd started
.1.5 s before the 1M onset and ceased immediately after the 1M
(Fig. 12A). In contrast, activity enhancement in pre-SMA started
immediately before the 1M and discontinued ;0.35 s before the
2M (Fig. 12B).

To visualize the temporal relationship between the enhance-
ment and the number of recruited cells, we also plotted the num-
ber of 2MS cells that exhibited 2M-selective activity in each bin.
In PMd, activity enhancement occurred before the number of
recruited 2MS cells peaked. In contrast, in pre-SMA, activity
enhancement coincided with the peak of the recruited number of
2MS cells.

In summary, the two areas showed differences in both the
timing of activity enhancement and its temporal relationship
with the number of recruited cells.

Attenuation of single-unit activity predicts a premature
error
Our behavioral analyses revealed that premature (PREM)
errors accounted for most errors that occurred during the 1M
(Fig. 1Di). This prompted us to investigate the relationship
between 2MS cell activity and the actual performance of
MEMs. To this end, we performed a single-cell level analysis
(Fig. 13A,B) and population-level analysis (Fig. 13C) in both
areas that compared the activity between error and correct trials.

Table 1. Classification of task-related cells in caudal and rostral portions of PMd and pre-SMA

Subdivisions

Classification of task-related cells

Total number of task-related cells Total number of recorded cells1MS 2MS RNS SEQ

(c)PMd 17 52 91 12 172 197
(r)PMd 13 38 40 12 103 136
(c)pre-SMA 26 40 56 26 148 180
(r)pre-SMA 14 17 23 9 63 93
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Figure 13A illustrates the activity of PMd 2MS cell, which was
identical to the 2MS cell shown in Figure 3, in error trials as well
as in correct trials when the monkey had to perform the non-
REPs that included the cells’ preferred 2M (RP). Overall, the
monkey committed 15 errors out of 41 trials, including 10
PREM errors, followed by three NIM-1 errors and two NIM-2
errors (Fig. 13Ai). Here, we focused on PREM errors and com-
pared the associated activity with the activity in correct trials. As
shown in Figure 13Aii, the average firing rate before the occur-
rence of PREM errors was continuously lower than that of the
correct trials.

We performed a similar analysis for the pre-SMA 2MS cell
that we have shown in Figure 8A (Fig. 13B). An example of cell
is shown in Figure 8A. Its preferred 2M was RS. As shown in
Figure 13Bi, the monkey committed only one PREM error out of
the 25 trials. Remarkably, the cell was silent before the monkey
committed the PREM error (Fig. 13Bi,ii).

To qualitatively investigate the relationship between the cell
activity immediately before the 1M and error type, we defined
the “first premovement period” as the 200-ms interval before the
1M. We plotted the number of trials against the number of spikes
within this period (Fig. 13Aiii,Biii). Both figures show that the
2MS cells fired infrequently in PREM-error trials compared with
the mean spike count in correct trials.

To examine the activity attenuation in a population level, we
selected a total of 18 (12 in PMd, 6 in pre-SMA) 2MS cells that
satisfied both of the following conditions: (1) exhibiting 2M-
selective activity in the first premovement period; and (2) observ-
ing at least one PREM error among the trials including the cell’s
preferred 2M. For these cells, we plotted the mean spike count in
PREM errors against that in correct trials (Fig. 13C). We found
that the activity before PREM errors was significantly attenuated

than the activity in correct trials in both PMd (W=78, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, two-tailed, p= 0.00049) and pre-SMA (W=21,
p= 0.031).

Discussion
We recorded single-unit activity in PMd and pre-SMA while the
monkeys memorized and executed multiple motor sequences.
Focusing on rank-specific cells, we demonstrated distinct contri-
butions of PMd and pre-SMA to the performance of two move-
ment sequences. Below, we discuss how our findings can extend
the existing concepts of the function of these areas concerning
the performance of motor sequences.

Encoding bias toward the 2M in PMd
The present study showed the abundance of the 2MS cell activity
compared with that of 1MS, even before the 1M in PMd.
Shanechi and colleagues also found PMd cells encoding the sec-
ond target to reach; however, they showed an abundance of first
target-encoding cells compared with the second target-encoding
cells (Shanechi et al., 2012; see their Fig. 6). Specifically, they
trained monkeys to reach two targets in an instructed order and
analyzed cell activity in PMd during a working memory (WM)
period. The question arises as to why the proportions of cells rep-
resenting the first and second elements in a sequence differ
between the two studies. This is probably because the cells
encoding the first target in their study included both 1MS-type
and RNS-type cells per our definition. Another reason would be
that cells could encode the 2M in an earlier phase of a trial or
even during intertrial intervals in our study because we trained
the monkeys to keep an instructed sequence in their minds
across trials.

A

B

Figure 12. Activity enhancement in nonrepetition sequences for 2MS cells. Time courses of the activity enhancement score during non-REPs relative to REPs (left vertical axis; thick red trace
with 95% confidence limits) in 2MS cells, superimposed on the number of 2MS cells exhibiting 2M-selective activity at each instance (right vertical axis; light blue trace) for (A) PMd and (B)
pre-SMA. Black traces on both sides of the horizontal axis indicate the 95% confidence limits of the enhancement score calculated for the REPs. Red segments on each plot show the periods
during which the enhancement score in non-REPs was significantly (p, 0.05) greater than that in REPs (i.e., zero) by a two-tailed t test. The density of each red segment indicates the signifi-
cance level, as shown in the inset in A.
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Figure 13. Decrease in 2MS cell activity predicts premature error. A, A comparison of the activity of PMd 2MS cell that appeared in Figure 3 between the error and correct trials. i, Spiking
activity of the cell when the monkey had to perform the nonrepetition sequences, including the cell’s preferred 2M (RP) from memory, sorted by the 1M. Different types of error trials, as well
as correct trials, are color-coded, as shown in the inset. Labels and associated arrows indicate the actual erroneous movements and when they occurred. The dashed rectangle indicates the first
premovement period. ii, Time courses of the mean firing rate in correct trials with SE (brown trace) and that in PREM error trials (blue). iii, Distribution of spike counts observed during the first
premovement period in the correct (top) and PREM-error (bottom) trials. The thick vertical bar indicates the mean spike count in the correct trials. B, Activity of pre-SMA 2MS cell that was
shown in Figure 8A, when the monkey had to perform nonrepetition sequences, including the cell’s preferred movement (RS) from memory. As shown by the blue open rectangle in i, there
was no spiking activity before the monkey prematurely performed RS. The other display formats are the same as those in A. C, Comparison of activity during first premovement period between
correct trials and PREM errors. For each 2MS cell in PMd (brown) and pre-SMA (green), the mean spike count in PREM errors is plotted against that in correct trials. The horizontal segment
superimposed on each symbol indicates SEM spike count in correct trials. SEs for the PREM errors are not presented because the error typically happened only once or twice while recoding a
cell. Arrows indicate the cells shown in A, B.
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A question still remains as to why the 2M representation
dominated in PMd in the present study, although both move-
ments had to be performed properly to earn the reward. Pastor-
Bernier and Cisek (2011) found that directionally tuned cells
showed strong effects toward the value and reward magnitude
associated with their preferred target compared with those of the
other target. According to Berger et al. (2020), PMd encodes a
reach goal beyond the immediate reach. These studies led us to
speculate that the monkeys regarded the 2M in the sequence,
which was temporally closer to the reward, as the behavioral
goal; thus, the representation of the 2M was more enhanced than
that of the first.

Contrasting our results with those of Cisek and Kalaska
(2005) provides insights into how PMd encodes multiple
movements under different task conditions. They found that
while a monkey decides between two different potential reach-
ing movements, the activity of the potential response (PR)
cells in PMd represents both options simultaneously. The
present study showed the simultaneous representation of two
movements in a sequence in PMd. Although the concurrent
representation of the two potential movements seems consist-
ent between these studies, the 2MS cells are not functionally
equivalent to the PR cells in the study by Cisek and Kalaska
(2005) because of the following two differences in activity
properties. First, the PR cells were active in both the prepara-
tory and execution periods when approaching the cells’ pre-
ferred direction. In contrast, the 2MS cells in the present study
were activated mainly during the preparatory period, but the
activity often ceased before executing the 2M. Second, the PR
cells terminated the activity when the specified target for the
immediate reach was opposite to its preferred direction. In
contrast, many 2MS cells in our study fired before the 1M,
although there was no possibility of performing the 2M imme-
diately. Therefore, we suggest that the 2MS cells in PMd reside
upstream of the cells that participate in motor execution.
Furthermore, we propose a “cooperative representation model,”
in which the two groups of cells represent two movements in a
sequence cooperatively compared with the “biased competition
model” proposed by Cisek (2006).

While we found that 2MS cells were three times the number
of 1MS cells in PMd, the corresponding ratio for pre-SMA was
1.4. This indicates that pre-SMA represents two movements
more evenly than PMd. As for the activity onset, the 2MS cells in
pre-SMA started to exhibit 2M-selective activity later than those
in PMd; pre-SMA activity emerged just before the 1M, as shown
by Nakajima et al. (2009) and peaked after the movement. In
addition, sequence-selective activity was more abundant in pre-
SMA than in PMd. These results suggest that pre-SMA is more
concerned with the temporal organization of multiple move-
ments per se, as discussed by Tanji (2001), rather than encoding
the contingency between an action and a reward.

Transition of information encoding in PMd and pre-SMA:
from visually guided to memory-guided trials
We found that cells tuned to either 1M or 2M in memory-guided
trials (e.g., 1MS and 2MS cells) often encoded the 1M followed
by the 2M, exhibiting RNS representation in VIS1. In particular,
more than half of the 2MS cells in both areas showed RNS-type
activity in VIS1. Because we did not alter the contingency
between the color cues and the movements, it is difficult to deter-
mine the extent to which cell activity in VISs reflected the color
or the instructed movement. On the basis of this limitation, we
discuss what the transition of cell activity during an entire trial

block implies regarding the function of both areas. It seems that
adaptive coding, which was initially conceptualized with regard
to the prefrontal cortex (Duncan, 2001), is also implemented in
both areas. This view is supported by Falcone et al. (2017), in
which pre-SMA cells exhibited differential patterns of activity
between agents in a human-monkey alternation task. We suggest
that a transition occurred from reactive to predictive encoding in
the present study. Namely, the population activity of 2MS cells
seemed reactive to each visual cue in VIS1. This reactive activity
was not likely to prepare or execute a particular movement
because 2MS cells did not encode the 1M in the MEMs. Rather,
the reactive activity could take part in action selection (Kurata
and Wise, 1988) and retrieval (Hoshi and Tanji, 2006) based on
the conditional cues in PMd, or updating motor sequences in
pre-SMA (Shima et al., 1996). Thereafter, the activity became
less reactive to the first cue but rather predictive of the 2M in
VIS2, presumably reflecting the internalization of the motor
sequence. The predictive activity was robust in the MEMs. To
our knowledge, such qualitative changes in the cell activity
from reactive to predictive mode in a motor-related area have
not been reported previously, although a few reports have high-
lighted cell activity preferential to a particular learning phase.
For example, Hikosaka et al. (1999) stressed the involvement of
the premotor area and pre-SMA in the early stage of learning,
which requires a transition from spatial (visual) to motor
sequences. However, Ohbayashi et al. (2016) reported that PMd
cells preferred internally generated spatial sequences rather
than visually guided spatial sequences. A similar discussion is
possible for the activity transition in 1MS cells in each area,
although they are not as distinct as 2MS cells.

PMd precedes pre-SMA in encoding switching motor plans
We found activity related to switching actions in a sequence in
both areas. Furthermore, we found that a decrease in switch-
related activity predicted a premature error. Previous studies
have reported the roles of pre-SMA (Matsuzaka and Tanji, 1996;
Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007) and PMd (Pastor-Bernier et al., 2012)
at a single-unit level. Pre-SMA cells have been shown to increase
the firing rate in response to a cue that instructs switching
direction between two alternative movements (Matsuzaka and
Tanji, 1996) or a change in cue color that instructs reward con-
tingency of two targets (Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007). Both stud-
ies addressed neuronal activity concerning switching between
two action plans. However, the present study involved switching
among four potential movements (i.e., 16 different permuta-
tions). According to the results pre-SMA cells distinguish multi-
ple non-REP patterns from REPs, suggesting that pre-SMA takes
part in higher-order switching to multiple actions. This view is
supported by Muessgens et al. (2016) and Nakajima et al. (2013).

It has been shown that PMd cell activity correlates with
switching motor plans on-line (Pastor-Bernier et al., 2012). In
their study, the monkeys were often forced to reach the target
different from the one they initially intended to reach. PMd
switching-related activity reflected the real-time updating of
motor plans. In contrast, we found robust activity enhancement
in PMd 2MS cells before the monkey initiated a motor sequence
that included switching movements. In this regard, the enhance-
ment we found reflects anticipated switching rather than online
switching.

Altogether, 2MS cell activity in both cortical areas enhanced
in non-REPs appeared to encode a switch to a particular 2M
regardless of the 1M in a cue-independent manner. The attenua-
tion of the activity seemed to lead to the premature execution
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(error) of the 2M instead of 1M. However, the onset of the
switch-related activity was earlier in PMd, followed by that in
pre-SMA. This leads us to speculate that PMd anticipates switch-
ing in a goal-oriented manner from the beginning of a trial, while
pre-SMA controls switching in a temporally coordinated manner
from around the 1M. It is noteworthy that individual cells within
each area had distinct time windows to signal the switching to a
particular 2M, and at the population level, the activity shifted
from the cells activated earlier to those activated later in a cascad-
ing manner. We note that this cascading activity pattern in PMd
comprised some 2MS cells that represented the 2M only transi-
ently, as well as those representing it persistently, as shown in
Figure 5Aiv.

In conclusion, we propose that PMd preferentially controls
the final action in a sequence that ultimately leads to a reward in
a prospective manner, whereas pre-SMA coordinates switching
among multiple actions within the context of the sequence.
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